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A seam is a term that refers to the seam line in which two fabrics are sewn (bitten, if you want the technical term) together. It is the basic building block of a garment. Seams form the structure of the garment and help to create the garment. They are also used as a decorative element. The stitch line along the seam is called the seam line. The seam allowance
(SA) is the space between the edge of the cloth and the seam line. You can checkout the post on the seam allowances for some details on how to sew a straight line and the common seam allowances used. How to determine which seam is suitable for your sewing. Seams should be carefully made for a beautiful finished garment. Not only that, it should also
fit the type of garment you have, the fabric it is off etc. For example: a flat felled seam serves a jeans better than any other seam. There are a few things to take into account when deciding which seams to use. Type of fabric - What kind of fabric is it ? is a top consideration. If it is a clean fabric seam finish you choose will be much different than what it will, if
the fabric is a heavy weight Brocade cloth. A loosely woven cotton seam will be clearly different from a rayon blend fabric seam. A lace cloth will have a different seam than a denim cloth. Here is a post detailing all types of fabric available. Seam placement – A curved seam will be treated differently from a straight seam. If it is an exposed seam as in pants, it
will be different than a closed seam as in an yoke or a collar. Sewing Machine – What is your sewing machine capable of? What attachments do you have?, are also important – if you have a serger or at least a zig zag machine you have more possibilities than a simple straight stitch machine. The purpose and use of the garment – A children's dress will need
a more sturdy seam than a camisole top. A wedding dress will not have the same seam finish as a biker gear. Types of Seams1.Plain seamIn a Plain seam, two fabrics are joined together along the seam line of a line of seams. It is also called a single needle Butterfly stitch that once the seam is made seam allowances pressed open to either side of the seam
line to look like a butterfly. This is the easiest and easiest seam to make. It can be manufactured by hand or machine. Straight stitches are used to make this seam but sometimes a tight zigzag stitch can also be used to make this seam especially for knit or stretch fabrics. More about straight stitch and zig zag stitches. This seam requires a seam finish for its
exposed edges. The advantage of a regular seam is that this seam does not add bulk to the seam lines. But since it has only a single row of stitches the strength of the seam is not so great. Other than the usual foot you use to sew, you can use a 1/4 inch seam foot for accuracy in sewing a seam with a 1/4 inch or 3/8 inch seam allowance. It can help you get
a coherent seam line that has the same seam allowance. Checkout this post on using 1/4 inch seam for more details. How to sew a Plain seamHold the two fabrics together with the right side together. Make sure that the sewing lines are aligned. Pin in placeClose along the line you have made marking of the seam line. Start sewing and then make a back
stitch for strength. At the end also make a back stitch and then a forward stitch. Do not forget to press the seam open (do not iron; just press with a hot iron)More on the seam here with Tips to sew it strong and straight, without bulk {&amp; Stitch curves nicely}. 2. Plain seam with a single meshA single topstitching seam, this seam is a strong seam as well as
a decorative. How to sew a Plain seam with a single overcast meshTo get this effect, after ordinary seam is done, press both the seam allowances to one side and give top seams on that side.3. Ordinary seam with double top seamDouble top seam; This is a decorative seam that also gives great strength to the seam line. How to sew a Plain seam with
double top seamTo get this seam, after making the usual seam, the seam allowances are pressed open on both sides and top sewn on both sides of the seam at equal distance.4.Hairline seamThis is a type of closed seam mostly used for collars and other closed areas. The seam allowances are not visible from the outside when it is enclosed. How to sew a
Hairline seamMake a regular seam using a very tight straight stitch, with the fabrics right side together. Trim off very close to the seam line. You can also cut the extra seam allowance until the seam and then press on the seam. Make sure that the seam line is not cut as you cut. Turn the right side out. You can make a top seam to secure the seam5. Lapped
seam (also called Tucked seam)This is a very useful seam when sewing with heavy fabrics such as suede, leatherette, felt. How to sew a patched seamDecide on which piece of cloth will be on top with the patched application. Turn under the seam allowance for that piece along the seam line and press into place. Keep the folded fabric on top of the second
fabric along the seam line. The seam lines should be targeted. Fasten to hold it in place. Edge seam near the folded edgePress.When sewing with heavy fabrics, because the edges of these fabrics do not tear, you can create this seam by trimming the entire seam allowance for the top piece. Now bulk is eliminated because there is no fabric to turn
under.6.French seamThis is the best seam for clean fabrics. Since this seam envelops the raw edges of a fold, the raw edges are not seen from the outside without adding a lot of bulk. This seam is usually made on straight edges but if you cut nicely it can also be done on curved edges. How to sew French seams For this seam unlike other seams, you need
to start with the wrong sides of the fabric together matching the seam lines ( instead of the right side together)to make a regular seam. First on the right side of the fabric, mark the seam line with 1/2 seam allowance. Then on the wrong side a line halfway through the original seam allowance i.e. for a 1/2 inch seam allowance mark a seam line of 1/4 Stitch the
usual seam through this 1/4 line. (Figure 1 of the above chart) Trim the seam allowance a little. Now fold the fabric over into the seam RIGHT SIDES TOGETHER, covering the raw edges. Press. Seam on the original seam line. (at the 1/2 mark) right side of the fabric together (figure 2 of the above chart) Press flat and then to one side. Now the raw edges are
nicely enclosed in the back. A more detailed explanation about making a French seam and using it in dressmaking can be found here in the post – French seam.7.Flat felled seam or Run and fell seamMost used in sports wear, men's shirts, kids' jeans clothing, pajamas etc. It gives sufficient strength to the seam line. This seam can be sewn inside as well as
outside the garment How to sew a Flat felled seam ? Make a regular seam. Push both the seam allowance to one side. A seam allowance is trimmed to 1/8 inch. Turn the larger seam allowance up and over the smaller one, all the way almost to the seam line sewn earlier. Use an iron to press this . Now fold the entire seam over on itself to the other side so
that the raw edge is now hidden and press again. Edge seam over the cover. Ensure that an even distance is maintained from the original seam line. Read more about a flat fell seam here.8. Mock flat fell seam (also Welt seam)This is a seam that looks a lot like the Flat fell seam but is easier to make. Unlike the flat, the seam here fell the raw edge is not
turned underneath. So this seam will have exposed raw edges of the seams on the wrong side. Hence, it is better to be used with fabrics that do not fray or where the seam will not be seen. This is a large seam for a bulky fabric like felt or synthetic leather. How to sew a mock flat fell seam. Sew a regular seam as usual with the right side together. Decide on
the side you will sew the seam allowance to. Trim the seam allowance on that side to half of what it is. Press the seam allowance on that side. (now wider seam allowance will be over the smaller one) Now turn to the right side of the fabric. Edgestitch near the seam line. Then turn to the other side and sew along the raw edge. Now there will be two rows of
seams parallel to the seam line.9.Cord or Piped seamIn this seam a fabric covered cord ing is inserted between the seam line . It is a decorative seam and is mostly used in collars, cuffs,pockets and incite embellishment fabrics How to sew a cord or articulated seamFor this seam bias strip covered cords are used. You can either buy a pre-overdone cord or
buy the cord and cover it yourself. It is sewn with a zipper foot attachment. The cord is held tightly inside the bias strip and then use the zipper foot bias strip sewn near the sandwiching cord inside. The seam line should be made as close to the cord as possible without the needle touching the cord. Checkout tutorial to do tape and how to tie fabric edges with
bias wallpaper10. Before seamA face seam is usually used at the seams of armholes, neck lines and waist lines. It creates a very good finish to the seam line How to sew an introduction seamMake a facing for the seam sew it to the seam line rating the seam allowance to half its width. Press the seam allowance to the opposite side Under stitch seam
allowance to the turn near seam line This under seams prevents the seam from rolling to the outside of the garmentCheck the tutorial for best way to make facings.11.Hemmed fell seam How to sew a hemmed fell seamMake a regular seam. One seam side is trimmed to half of the other side. The second seam is folded down and hemmed by hand.12.Mock
French seam (1)This is a seam that can be used instead of French seam where a French seam may not be possible as in a curved seam line, for e.g. armholes of a transparent dress. This will nicely finish the seam line as well. How to sew mock French seam. Unlike the French seam, here a regular seam with the right side together is made first. Place the
fabrics right side together. Sew a regular seam along the seam line. Push the seam open and then close. Turn the edge of the seam allowance for each seam 1/4 inch. Press. Edge Stitch along this folded edge, so that the raw edge is enclosed inside.13.Mock French seam (3)This is another copy of the French seam - similar looks but done differently. This
seam also can be used in place of French seam and is very useful for sewing thin delicate fabrics and for loosely woven fabrics that wear a lot. To sew this seam make a regular seam as usual. After this, trim one of the seam allowances in half. Turn the second seam allowance over the trimmed seam allowance and sew into place. Use a small zig zag stitch
for this. Your new sewing line will be just off the seam line.14.Serged seamYou will need a Serger or Overlock machine for this seam. In this seam instead of a regular straight seam, the serger seam is used on the seams and the seam allowance is trimmed by the machine. This seam provides stretch and flexibility to the seam. This seam can be used under
the following conditions 1.Om it is not important that seams are kept flat or open. 2.For loose garments 3.On light fabrics 4.When sewing with knitted How to sew a Serged seamPlace right side of the fabrics together that match the sewing lines. Keep the fabric under the needle Serger will automatically trim the seam allowance and eenclosethe fabric edges in
a thread. A 3 thread serged seam will give stretch to the seam and a 4 thread serged seam will give strength to the seam. A 3 thread serged seam is usually used for knit fabrics for it's stretching property.15.SlotThis seam similar to the overlapped seam, is used for its functional as well as decorative properties. How to sew a slots seamHold a 1 1/2wide cloth,
as long as the seam, under the seams. This is used as a piece of substrate held between the two fabric along the stitch line.16. Motse A very suitable seam for heavy materials, in this both the raw edges are enclosed by both seam allowances along the seam line How to sew a motseam under the seam allowances of both pieces of fabric to the wrong side.
PressurePlaces the wrong side of the first piece of cloth on the right side of the second piece along the edges, holding the seam allowances. Pin in placeClose along the folded edge. 17 Butt seamsFabrics edges are folded and joined by a zig zag stitch or chain stitch. This is used when joining seams where you do not want any bulk. For example, when
sewing underwear. You can make this type of seam using a sewing machine 18 Sheet seam / linen seam This is a seam where we use a embroidery seam to join the seams. It looks absolutely beautiful but not as strong as the other seams. The stitches can be set horizontally or obliquely. Antwerp edgings, Fishbone stitches, felt stitches or herringbone
seams can be used in this way joining the seams. These stitches are called insertion stitches. How to make this seamTake the fabric edges Thank the edges of the two fabric ends with a buttonhole bar stitch Cut a strip of paper of 1 inch width and length equal to the fabric edgeTaste the edges of the fabric to the paper so that the distance between them is 1/2
inch Working the stitches between the fabric edges; Interweaving, knots, twisting all the work between the edgesFor more details checkout post – Insertion stitch 19 Hand sewn seam - with ladder stitchLadder stitches is one of the invisible stitches that can give you a beautifully hand-sewn seam. You can fold the edges and sew along the folded edge as in the
image given below. When you tighten the stitches, you get a nice seam. Read more about this stitch in this post on ladder stitches or in the post on invisible stitches20 Taped seamThis refers to any seam sealed with a ribbon for waterproofing/weather proofing. In this seam a strip of fabric / tape is sewn to the seam to prevent water or any elements seeping
into the inside of the object. The tape can also be added to prevent distortion. Related postPrincess seamDifferent types of Home ( Hand sew a hem)Different types of sewing machine made homeAll about Seam allowanceHow to sew invisible hem – 4 waysHow to prevent seam puckeringWhat to do if skipped stitches on a seam. Seam.
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